
Getting the most out of your Home Landscape 

Simple steps for planning, plant selection and care of the Landscape 
 

Presented by Steve Foltz  
Director of Horticulture of the Cincinnati Zoo & Botanical Garden 

 
This 5 week series will help guide you through the process of evaluating your landscape. 

Identifying what is good for the long-term, what needs to go and how to add some color and 

excitement to your landscape along the way.  

Week 1 – Planning for success – Evaluating what you have that is good for the future of the 

landscape. Evaluate the trees and shrub plantings through a new process called the sustainable 

plants rating system. This is a quick and easy way to see how your landscape stacks up for long-

term success. The key to a great landscape is having the key elements of the garden in the right 

location. Learn how this fits into your landscape. 

Week 2 – Selecting the best trees and shrubs that work in the landscape. Choose 

from large shade trees to plants that provide screening, to specimen plants that can bring you 

joy for many years to come. Learn how fragrance, fall color and winter interest all play a role in 

successful landscaping! 

Week 3 – Selecting the best annuals and perennials for the most impact in the 

landscape. Annuals provide color throughout the season while perennials are more of a 

permanent garden solution. Both are needed to really make your landscape rewarding. This 

class will not only share the best performers of the landscape but will also include the 

importance of flowers in the landscape for pollinators.  

Week 4 – Proper care of your landscape. Learn everything about maintaining your 

landscape from mulching, watering, fertilizing, pruning, weed control and being able to identify 

the important pests and diseases that need to be controlled from the minor ones that do not. 

Are you getting the biggest bang for your buck for what you are spending?  

Week 5 – Pulling it all together. How are you going to execute this plan and make all the 

pieces fit so you can build your landscape into a great outdoor living space and beautiful garden 

that is low maintenance and long lasting!  



Sign up link……………………………..$20 a class $90 for the series. Wednesday nights 

7:00-9:00 starting Feb.  


